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1. We’re moving into the phase where investigative news
outlets are exposing the SIZE of the dark money pot & its
mechanics. 
If you missed this excellent piece by @60Minutes
@stevekroft b/c (like me) you were watching GOT, a link
to transcript is in next tweet.

60 Minutes
@60Minutes

Howard Wilkinson was working in a branch of Danske Bank in 
Estonia when he discovered some suspicious transactions: 
“Banks are supposed to check the money coming in… Evidently 
it wasn't being done.” cbsn.ws/2JTN0e2
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2. Well over $200 billion laundered thru just 1 branch of 1 bank.  

If you think that dark money pot is less than a trillion, I have a bridge to sell you in

Budapest. 

Now, for the next phase... 

How the Danske Bank money-laundering scheme involving $230 billio…
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It could be the biggest money-laundering scheme in history, with suspicious money
flowing from Russia and former Soviet republics

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/how-the-danske-bank-money-laundering-scheme-invo…

3. At the end of the 60minutes piece, sources for the dirty money laundered are

tossed out: “corruption, bribes, & tax evasion by oligarchs, plutocrats, & mafioso...”  

In truth, those are all mobsters. And it’s all mob money. There is no separation in

Russia - the mafia state...

4. So very grateful that Steve Krofft chose Danske Bank scandal as his last piece for

60minutes. I will miss him. 

Now, the information to get across is about the mob money he just exposed. HOW it’s

made.
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Lots of mentions of money-laundering in MSM.  
Finally.  
But, just to say the words make it sound so "rich people crime" 
instead of ORGANIZED CRIME.  
So, here are the main profit centers for blood money washed 
clean through high-end real estate.
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5. And WHO launders it. That money needs an endpoint once it flows through the

banks. One that’s pre-established, like real estate, as the vehicle making the demand

on the money in the 1st place. 

In other words, Danske didn’t launder that money and send it into the ethers...

6. The money knows EXACTLY where it’s headed before it ever enters the bank for

the wash. Because every stage of the launder - every player - is part of the operation.

They’re all in business together.

7. Just one thread of many sources. Read @craigunger’s book for all the names &

mechanics. The history & facts are clear: 

The President, his family, & many enablers are money-launderers for organized

crime.  

Act accordingly.  

-end- 
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@LincolnsBible

Replying to @LincolnsBible

There is over 30 years of this.  
At some point, we need our 4th Estate to acknowledge the 
President is a proven money-launderer for global organized 
crime & inform the republic on what that means.
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(Sorry for the name spell error above for Steve Kroft. Boo to Twitter auto-correct).

CODA 1.  

Found that this narrative helps people grasp the dark money pot. Americans, for

whatever reason, have a very hard time grasping the STAKES of state corruption

based in organized crime (I blame Scorsese). 
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There is an entire, second global economy - built on vice. 
It was imagined in 1918 and first constructed in 1920 - only to 
solidify by 1934, and grow. 
It is not taxed.  
The mob doesn't spend money to make money. They steal and 
extort.  
They don't invest. They launder.  
And... /1
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CODA 2.
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4/ $200 Billion is one man's cut. At least, what he still has left. 
He's had more than that. And, I think he actually still has a whole 
lot more. 
 
How big is this pot? 
Can you see the "T" for trillion. I can.  
I can imagine it, when I think of oil, gas, arms, nuclear material...
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CODA 3. Knowing history helps. My pinned tweet is actually an extensive thread,

covering years of research - all sourced. 

Here’s the broadest narrative I got.  
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There have been two mafia/mob wars in the United States that 
have changed the landscape of organized crime worldwide - and 
shaped our nation from the underworld up, in ways we still have 
yet to fully grasp. 
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The first is known as the Camorra war, and it set the stage... /1
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